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About the Premium and Buying Power Editions
This is a sample the October 2012 edition of the HealthLeaders Media
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Premium Intelligence report, Cost Containment: Targeting Cuts,

need to turn this data into decisions.

Enhancing Efficiency, and Using IT. In the full report, you’ll find a
wealth of additional information, including the results of these survey
questions. For each question, the Premium edition includes overall
response information, as well as a breakdown of responses by various
factors: setting (e.g., hospital, health system, physician organization),
number of beds (hospitals), number of sites (health systems), net

• A Foreword by Thomas A. Selden, FACHE, President and CEO,
Southwest General Health Center, Southwest Community
Health System, Middleburg Heights, Ohio, the Lead Advisor for
this Intelligence Report
• An extended Analysis by Research Analyst Michael Zeis, featuring
insights from healthcare executives

edition, which includes additional data segmentation based on

• Three Case Studies featuring initiatives by Beaumont Health
System, Pocono Health System, and Southwest General Health
Center
• A list of Recommendations drawing on the data, insights, and
analysis from this report

purchase involvement, dollar amount influenced, and types of products

• A Meeting Guide featuring questions to ask your team

patient revenue (all), and region (all).
Available separately from HealthLeaders Media is the Buying Power

or services purchased.
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Methodology
The Cost Containment Survey was conducted by the HealthLeaders Media
Intelligence Unit, powered by the HealthLeaders Media Council. It is part of a
series of monthly Thought Leadership Studies. In July 2012, an online survey
was sent to the HealthLeaders Media Council and select members of the
Healthleaders Media audience. A total of 263 completed surveys are included in
the analysis. The margin of error for a sample size of 263 is +/-6.0% at the 95%
confidence interval.
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Respondent Profile
Respondents represent titles from across the various functional areas, including senior leaders, clinical
leaders, operations leaders, marketing leaders, financial leaders, and information leaders. They are from
hospitals, health systems, and physician organizations.

Title

60

Base = 263

50

Base = 263

Hospital

52%

Health system (IDN/IDS)

32%

Physician org (MSO, IPA, PHO, clinic)

16%

Number of beds
Base = 138 (Hospitals)

40
30
20
10
0

Type of organization

1–199

49%

200–499

32%

500+

19%

Number of sites
51%

Senior leaders

22%

Operations leaders

21%

Clinical leaders

4%

Financial leaders

2%

Information leaders

Senior leaders | CEO, Administrator, Chief Operations Officer, Chief
Medical Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Executive Dir., Partner,
Board Member, Principal Owner, President, Chief of Staff, Chief
Information Officer

Operations leaders | Chief Compliance Officer, Asst. Administrator,
Dir. of Patient Safety, Dir. of Quality, Dir. of Safety, VP/Dir.
Compliance, VP/Dir. Human Resources, VP/Dir. Operations/
Administration, Other VP

Clinical leaders | Chief of Orthopedics, Chief of Radiology, Chief
Nursing Officer, Dir. of Ambulatory Services, Dir. of Clinical Services,
Dir. of Emergency Services, Dir. of Nursing, Dir. of Rehabilitation
Services, Service Line Director, Dir. of Surgical/Perioperative Services,
Medical Director, VP Clinical Informatics, VP Clinical Quality, VP
Clinical Services, VP Medical Affairs (Physician Mgmt/MD)

Finance leaders | VP/Dir. Finance, HIM Director, Director of Case
Management, Director of Revenue Cycle
Information leaders | Chief Medical Information Officer, Chief
Technology Officer, VP/Dir. Technology/MIS/IT

Base = 84 (Health systems)

1–5

21%

6–20

33%

21+

45%
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analysis

Cost Containment Through Efficiency and Technology
By Michael Zeis

There are three principal levers that business leaders can pull to reduce costs,

What Healthcare Leaders Are Saying

and respondents to the 2012 HealthLeaders Media Cost Containment Survey
use all of them. First, one can reduce the amount spent for items. Second, one
can issue and enforce a spending target by edict. Third, one can operate more
efficiently. Nearly two-thirds (60%) of respondents say they control expenses
via classic department-specific budget targets. Further, 54% use across-theboard operating budget targets.
Of the three main savings techniques, operating more efficiently may be
the most challenging to implement. Two-thirds (68%) report that they
achieve cost efficiencies using continuous improvement techniques, a
discipline that fosters process optimization. Process changes that are
discovered while learning to operate more efficiently can provide benefits
beyond expense reduction, with improved quality and safety, higher patient
satisfaction, more engaged employees, and a process-optimization toolkit
that can be broadly applied. Despite the intuitive appeal of methodical
process enhancement, the other two cost-cutting items—the dollars saved
through purchasing efficiencies and savings through conventional budget
cutting—show up on the balance sheet quite clearly. The benefits of operating
more efficiently are tougher to pin down, which is at least one reason that
organizations usually do all three.

“We don’t want [our management engineer] to come in, look at something,
and wave their magic wand so that everything will be fixed. The engineer
can use her skills to study data and make recommendations, but it is
still going to be up to the area management or staff to implement the
recommendations and make the changes that need to be made in order
to improve the process.”
—VP and chief accounting officer for a large hospital
“I am considering adding another management engineer to the team, so
that we can double our [process control] efforts, because we are heading
into even stormier waters regarding reimbursements and we are going to
have to close all of the holes.”
—President and CEO for a large hospital
“One of the problems in managing labor is slippage, the tendency for people
not to hang onto what they have achieved in labor efficiency. If you make
an improvement in one year, you must sustain that year after year. If you
slip back, you are starting over again, and have to reclaim ground.”
—President and CEO for a large hospital
“Outsourcing has a big impact when you do it, but you don’t do it
every year.”
—President and CEO for a large hospital
“We don’t open expensive supplies, such as staplers or implants, until we
know we are actually going to use them. In the past, we would say, ‘We’ll
have it right on the table for you, doctor, just in case you need it.’ We don’t
do that anymore.”
—Clinical nurse manager for surgical services for a medium health system
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Analysis (continued)
It’s a classic: supply-chain efficiencies

has also seen substantial supply-

Nearly one-third (30%) of leaders saw their greatest cost savings in the prior

chain savings by implementing

fiscal year from supply-chain efficiencies, and virtually the same percentage

a single systemwide pharmacy

expect supply-chain efficiencies to be their biggest contributor to savings

formulary; previously the three

in the current year. The savings can be substantial: One-fifth (21%) of

Beaumont hospitals had ordered

respondents reported supply-chain savings in excess of 10%.

pharmaceuticals independently.
Savings in 2010 were in excess of $1

Although the process of negotiating with suppliers is hardly new,

million. “In 2011,” Vitale says, “we

purchasers have been newly empowered by industry shifts toward

were able to negotiate an additional

value-based purchasing and the certainty of reduced reimbursement.

$3.4 million per year by going to a

These fundamental shifts prompt healthcare organizations to examine

common formulary and bidding it

cost factors with new resolve. In addition, changes in reimbursement

out as a system.”

“You can’t really capture
reductions until you are
using the labor you have
more efficiently. You can
reduce the workforce once,
maybe twice, but you can’t
continue to go to that
well. You have to get more
efficient.”

are prompting a trend toward consolidation, and the resulting larger
organizations have more leverage when consolidating their purchases. In

Gregory D. Timmers, CEO of

a case study that accompanies this analysis, Nickolas A. Vitale, executive

Springfield, Ill.–based Prairie

vice president and chief financial officer of Beaumont Health System—a

Cardiovascular Consultants,

three-hospital system based in Royal Oak, Mich., with 2011 revenue of $2.1

which operates 35 clinics and

billion—describes the classic two-step process for reducing the number

10 practice sites in Illinois, says

of suppliers and stock-keeping units. The case study demonstrates how

his organization saw savings in

health systems can dictate vendor qualification terms and specify the

imaging costs in excess of 20% after forming clinically integrated networks

bidding process for high-involvement surgical replacement devices, devices

and entering professional service agreements. “We are seeing such savings

that used to be purchased, by and large, according to the preference of

because services are being consolidated and we have eliminated duplication

individual surgeons. Because a large proportion of surgeons, then and

of services, particularly in imaging. In addition, we are getting efficiencies

now, are independents, the shift reflects a change in hospital-physician

due to pricing differentials, by picking the most cost-effective vendors.”

relationships as well as buyer-supplier relationships. Vitale, a report advisor,

— Nickolas A. Vitale, Executive
Vice President and Chief
Financial Officer, Beaumont
Health System, Royal Oak, Mich.
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Analysis (continued)
Pamela Borello-Barnett, RN, BS, CNOR, clinical nurse manager of surgical

provide proper care prompts the

services at St. John Providence Health System—a Warren, Mich.–based

drive toward efficiency: “Because

system with eight hospitals and more than 100 facilities—works with an

there is a nationwide shortage of

inventory control manager to save on supplies used in operating rooms and

RNs, demand drives their wages

the surgical floor. “We make sure that a case is not cancelled before we open

up on an annual basis and supply

supplies.” In addition, the number of vendors and number of products

costs also go up annually. We have

has been trimmed. “You can’t carry everything. You have too much money

to absorb that. And we absorb

sitting on the shelf. So we are looking at the number of inventory turns,

those increases by being more

and we have cut down the number of products on the shelf.”

efficient in the way we deliver

Labor costs and labor efficiency
In most hospitals, labor is the largest single expense, but labor is not an
attractive target for cost cutting, at least via layoffs or reductions in force.
Few groups on the clinical team correlate to patient volume as closely as
nurses, so administrators are loath to trim nurse positions. Nearly one-fifth
(18%) of respondents expect to eliminate administrative staff at the VP level
and up in the next fiscal year, and more than half (51%) expect to reduce
the numbers of other nonclinical personnel, but only 11% will be reducing
nursing FTEs. Thomas Selden, president and CEO of Southwest General
Health Center in Middleburg Heights, Ohio—a 354-bed organization with

care.” Intelligence Report advisor
William Cors, MD, MMM, FACPE,
chief medical quality officer at the
185-staffed-bed Pocono Medical
Center of East Stroudsburg, Pa., is
a little more direct about the need

“On a year-after-year basis, I
find the efficient use of labor
to be the No. 1 contributor to
cost containment. Expense
reductions via purchasing
and supply-chain efficiencies
are opportunistic.”
—Thomas A. Selden, FACHE,
president and CEO, Southwest
General Health Center, Southwest
Community Health System,
Middleburg Heights, Ohio

to strive for efficiency: “Hospitals
are real good at identifying
expenses and cutting them, but if they are so good at it, why doesn’t it ever
solve the problem?”

2011 total revenue of $285 million—looks at just about every cost-saving

Labor reductions and efficient use of labor are related, of course. The

effort as a nurse-saving effort: “I do that calculation in my head: How many

proportion of respondents who expect that their top cost-containment

nursing jobs can I save if we save on some process?”

savings for the current fiscal year will come from labor reductions—21%—

Selden, who is the lead advisor for this report, explains how the need to

is exactly the same as the number who expect top savings from labor
efficiency. “Those two really go hand in hand,” says Vitale. “You can’t really
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Analysis (continued)
capture reductions until you are using the labor you have more efficiently.

Mentioned by 19%, survey

You can reduce the workforce once, maybe twice, but you can’t continue to

respondents say physician-hospital

go to that well. You have to get more efficient.”

relationships represent the biggest

Lisa Batchelder, administrative director for the division of
otorhinolaryngology at Boston’s Brigham and Women’s Hospital—a
793-bed teaching affiliate of Harvard Medical School—explains about labor
efficiency in her division. “There were some things we could change that

barrier to achieving sustainable
cost reductions, which is second
only to government mandates
(mentioned by 27%).

would allow us to grow the number of patients we were seeing without

Instability is straining

having to increase support staff costs.” One such change or involved

relationships. Fundamental

consolidating the division’s surgery pre-certifications with a single staffer.

healthcare industry changes such

Says Batchelder, “Now that we have the right staff doing the right work at

as new regulations, the shift to

the right time, in this coming fiscal year, we will see the financial benefit of

value-based purchasing, declining

those adjustments.”

reimbursements, and merger

Administration: friend or foe?
Budgets come from hospital administration. Patient care comes from the
clinical staff. Traditionally, the groups are not inclined to work closely,
so in some organizations, closeness becomes someone’s job. At Pocono
Medical Center, that is part of  Cors’ responsibilities. “We have the
traditional finance-driven budget process and then we have a clinical-driven
examination of how we are actually providing care,” Cors says. “Part of my
job is to bridge the chasm between the finance department, which isn’t even
in the hospital—it’s four blocks away—and the clinicians, who come to work
through the hospital’s side door by the medical staff lounge.”

“Hospitals are real good at
identifying expenses and
cutting them, but if they are
so good at it, why doesn’t it
ever solve the problem?”
— William Cors, MD, MMM,
FACPE, chief medical quality
officer, Pocono Medical Center,
East Stroudsburg, Pa.

and acquisition activity are challenging working relationships. Says Cors,
“With these changes, people are scared, they are uncertain. We can see the
nature of conflict going off the scale on physician-hospital relationships.
Hospitals that successfully navigate physician-hospital relationships will
do well, and the hospitals that do not will not.” A principal tactic used
by Cors and Pocono in pursuit of efficiency is care coordination. “We are
taking a service line approach, bringing together disparate elements that
might touch the same surgical patients during their stay. By coordinating
better, we will be looking at some significant changes in our work process
and therefore our costs.”
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Analysis (continued)
Monitor process variation to maximize efficiency

a program to integrate clinical and

“On a year-after-year basis,” says Selden, “I find the efficient use of labor

financial data. Cors cautions that

to be the No. 1 contributor to cost containment. Expense reductions via

IT should be considered a tool, not

purchasing and supply-chain efficiencies are opportunistic.” Speaking

a solution. “IT is not going to be a

about the dependence on the labor force to deliver the organization’s

panacea; it is something that has

core service, he says, “The number of people who come to work every day

to be worked through. There has to

to deliver care, that’s bedrock. But if you are not controlling it, you have

be a serious dialogue between the

lost control of the whole operation.” Among the principal tools Selden

clinicians and the finance people

and Southwest General are using to pursue efficiency are benchmarking,

about how to get their arms around

identification of variances, and process engineering.

what’s important to both.” And
working with an IT system does

“We are seeing such savings
because services are being
consolidated and we have
eliminated duplication of
services, particularly in
imaging. In addition, we
are getting efficiencies
due to pricing differentials,
by picking the most costeffective vendors.”

The key to efficiency is to reduce process variation. First, cost factors must

not relieve an organization of the

be understood and benchmarked. Then processes have to be monitored

burden of understanding its cost

and compared to expectations to identify variations. Finally, action must

factors and processes. Says Cors,

be taken to resolve variations. Says Cors, “As the chief physician executive

“You have to figure out how to

for the organization, I recognize that there is a tremendous amount of

work people more wisely, especially

unnecessary variation in the delivery of healthcare, and that carries with

as you are putting these electronic

it a rather substantial cost.” Two-thirds of respondents (64%) report

systems in. You have to make sure

they are using benchmarking to understand processes, and continuous

you are not just digitalizing junk

improvement techniques such as Lean and Six Sigma are common.

processes.”

IT provides an important infrastructure for monitoring productivity and

Michael Zeis is research analyst for HealthLeaders Media.
He may be contacted at mzeis@healthleadersmedia.com.

process variation. Two-thirds (69%) have integrated or are under way with

—Gregory D. Timmers, CEO,
Prairie Cardiovascular
Consultants, Springfield, Ill.
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survey results

A sample survey question from the HealthLeaders Media
Premium Intelligence Report
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FIGURE 7 | Clinical Area Expected to Have Highest Dollar-Value Cost Reduction This Fiscal Year

Q | Please identify the clinical area in which you expect the highest dollar-value cost reduction in this fiscal year.
takeaways
• Looking at all segments, the largest change in emphasis
between the prior year and this year is in surgery. In the prior
year, 24% saw their highest dollar-value savings in surgery.
For the current year, that drops six points to 18%.

Total responses

21%

Med-surg

18%

Surgery
9%

Pharmacy
8%

Emergency department
6%

Imaging

What does it mean?
Comparing the current fiscal year to the prior fiscal year
in terms of clinical areas with the highest dollar-value cost
reduction, the same items remain in the top three. Pharmacy,
an area with long-standing cost-savings tactics such as group
purchasing and use of generics, was selected as a clinical
area of highest savings by 9% in both the prior and current
year. Two of the principal external factors affecting the cost
of pharmaceuticals are natural resource limitations, which
affects the price of affected drugs, and the high cost of most
new drugs. The purchasing function requires continuous
vigilance.  

5%

Lab
Critical care

• On the other hand, 19% see top present-year savings in
the outpatient/ambulatory area, a slight increase over the
15% who report they saw top savings in the outpatient/
ambulatory area in the prior year. Health systems, in
particular, seem to be shifting emphasis, with 18% expecting
the outpatient/ambulatory area to produce the largest
present-year savings, compared to only 10% last year.

19%

Outpatient/ambulatory

4%
10%

Other
Base=263

Click on these icons to dig deeper.

view by
Setting

view by
number of beds

view by
Number of sites

view by Net
patient Revenue

view by
region

main chart and
Takeaways
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survey results

A sample survey question from the HealthLeaders Media
Buying Power Intelligence Report
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FIGURE 11 | IT Investments That Deliver Most Cost Reduction

Q | Which of the following are delivering or will deliver the most cost reduction (or financial benefit) for you?
Among those investing in IT systems by integrating clinical and financial data

Total responses

Savings through better productivity monitoring

30%

Savings through better expense/cost monitoring

• Within the hospital segment, more small hospitals (31%)
expect productivity improvements than medium (21%) or
large (19%) hospitals.

28%

Identify variances to target process enhancement

19%

Identification of basic cost structures

• On the other hand, more small (35%) and medium (39%)
health systems than large (29%) expect or are realizing ITrelated productivity improvements.

9%

Higher reimbursements (CMS reporting requirements)

8%

Data to support higher third-party reimbursements

What does it mean?
Respondents are achieving effective cost-cutting results
using classic expense monitoring (28%) and cost-structure
analysis (9%), but organizations also are using more complex
productivity monitoring (30%) and variance-targeted process
improvement (19%). If one does a careful self-assessment and
has the will and discipline to act on its finding, productivity
monitoring may offer both flexibility and sustainability,
which are highly desirable attributes, especially as it becomes
harder to achieve cost-containment goals via conventional
budget-cutting techniques.

2%

Other

takeaways
• For monitoring both productivity and expenses to support
cost reduction, we count similar numbers. Twenty-eight
percent expect or are seeing IT-related cost reductions via
better expense or cost monitoring, while 30% will realize
cost reductions via productivity monitoring.

3%

Base=229

A “sleeper” on the list might be using IT systems to enhance
CMS reporting. Currently, proper reporting procedures
can boost Medicare payments by 1%. In the 2014/2015
time frame, the percentage will be in the 5% to 6% range.
Says advisor William Cors, “Depending on your Medicare
population, that can be a huge chunk of change.”
Click on these icons to dig deeper.

view by
Setting

view by
number of beds

view by
Number of sites

view by Net
patient Revenue

view by
region

main chart and
Takeaways
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FIGURE 11 (continued) | IT Investments That Deliver Most Cost Reduction

Q | Which of the following are delivering or will deliver the most
cost reduction (or financial benefit) for you?

Information technology

Among those investing in IT systems by integrating clinical and financial data

Savings through better productivity monitoring

32%

Savings through better expense/cost monitoring

buying power
Who controls the money?
Click on the icons to learn
how they think

view by
Products/services

Indicates the type of goods or services
the respondent is involved in purchasing

Indicates the role of the respondent in
making purchasing decisions

Identify variances to target process enhancement

view by
DOllars Influenced

view by
involvement

28%
17%

Identification of basic cost structures

Indicates the total dollar amount the
respondent influences

11%

Higher reimbursements (CMS reporting requirements)
Data to support higher third-party reimbursements

6%
1%

Other

Products/services

Base=139

Clinical products

Executive search

Financial services

Savings through better productivity monitoring

33%

Savings through better expense/cost monitoring

32%

Identify variances to target process enhancement

Other

33%

Savings through better expense/cost monitoring

Data to support higher third-party reimbursements

2%
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Questions asked in this survey
Q 1 | What leverage does management/administration apply to
support or encourage cost-containment initiatives?
Q 2 | Which of the following provided the highest dollar value
in cost-containment contributions from the prior fiscal
year?

Q 10 | Are you investing in your IT systems by integrating
clinical and financial data, with a main benefit or side
benefit of cost containment?
Q 11 | Which of the following are delivering or will deliver the
most cost reduction (or financial benefit) for you?

Q 3 | Please provide your best estimate of the year-over-year
percent reduction from the prior fiscal year.

Q 12 | Which of the following efficiency techniques/models
does your organization currently use?

Q 4 | Which of the following provided the highest dollar value
in cost-containment contributions in this fiscal year?

Q 13 | What area of the organization is least efficient in terms of
process?

Q 5 | Please provide your best estimate of the year-over-year
percent reduction you expect in this fiscal year.

Q 14 | What is your best estimate of your average annual
savings from cost reduction programs over the past three
years?

Q 6 | Please identify the clinical area in which you experienced
the highest dollar-value cost reduction from the prior
fiscal year.
Q 7 | Please identify the clinical area in which you expect the
highest dollar-value cost reduction in this fiscal year.
Q 8 | In which of the following personnel categories will you be
increasing FTEs in the next fiscal year?
Q 9 | In which of the following personnel categories will you be
reducing FTEs in the next fiscal year?

Q 15 | Even with your cost reduction initiatives so far,
approximately how much additional cost remains to pull
out of your operating budget?
Q 16 | What is your organization’s biggest barrier to achieving
sustainable cost reductions?

Click here to access the full results of this survey.

